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Aligning climate scenarios to emissions 
inventories shifts global benchmarks

Matthew J. Gidden1,2,10 ✉, Thomas Gasser1,10, Giacomo Grassi3, Nicklas Forsell1, Iris Janssens1,4, 
William F. Lamb5,6, Jan Minx5,6, Zebedee Nicholls1,7,8, Jan Steinhauser1,9 & Keywan Riahi1

Taking stock of global progress towards achieving the Paris Agreement requires 
consistently measuring aggregate national actions and pledges against modelled 
mitigation pathways1. However, national greenhouse gas inventories (NGHGIs) and 
scientific assessments of anthropogenic emissions follow different accounting 
conventions for land-based carbon fluxes resulting in a large difference in the present 
emission estimates2,3, a gap that will evolve over time. Using state-of-the-art 
methodologies4 and a land carbon-cycle emulator5, we align the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)-assessed mitigation pathways with the NGHGIs to 
make a comparison. We find that the key global mitigation benchmarks become harder 
to achieve when calculated using the NGHGI conventions, requiring both earlier 
net-zero CO2 timing and lower cumulative emissions. Furthermore, weakening natural 
carbon removal processes such as carbon fertilization can mask anthropogenic 
land-based removal efforts, with the result that land-based carbon fluxes in NGHGIs 
may ultimately become sources of emissions by 2100. Our results are important for the 
Global Stocktake6, suggesting that nations will need to increase the collective ambition 
of their climate targets to remain consistent with the global temperature goals.

The 2021 UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) marked a shift in 
the focus of climate policy from pledge-making to implementation 
towards the long-term temperature goal of the Paris Agreement, the 
collective progress towards which is assessed through periodic Global 
Stocktakes (GSTs). In spring 2022, the first GST was launched7 and con-
tinues through the 2023 United Nations Climate Change Conference 
(COP28) to establish evaluation mechanisms among parties. Compar-
ing present emission trends from the NGHGIs and future targets in a 
collective benchmarking effort rooted in the best available science 
will be key for a rigorous, precedent-setting first GST and the overall 
success of the Paris Agreement6.

Countries have gradually increased the ambition of their national 
targets in response to the latest IPCC report findings1,8. Notably, sev-
eral nations made long-term net-zero emission commitments in the 
run-up to COP26 (ref. 9), which brought the long-term temperature 
goal of the Paris Agreement within striking distance, although much 
of the assessed temperature reductions arose from long-term and 
non-binding promises rather than immediate climate action10–12. Global 
climate scenarios show that both deep reductions of near-term emis-
sions as well as enhancement of anthropogenic land-based carbon sinks 
are needed to achieve net-zero emissions and limit global warming to 
achieve the temperature goal of the Paris Agreement13,14.

A key discrepancy exists, however, in how model-based scientific 
studies and NGHGIs account for the role of anthropogenic land-based 
carbon fluxes4,15,16, with national inventories incorporating a broader 

scope of removals2, resulting in lower emission estimates in NGHGIs. 
Previous studies2–4 have quantified the magnitude of this difference 
to be approximately 5.5–6.7 Gt CO2 yr−1. This conceptual difference 
hinders the comparability of the aggregate targets set by countries 
and future mitigation benchmarks. Although this problem has been 
acknowledged in the most recent IPCC assessment17 and raised by par-
ties during the GST18, the impact of this discrepancy on national and 
global mitigation benchmarks is still not well understood. Aligning 
mitigation pathways assessed by the IPCC with NGHGI conventions 
is therefore needed to support the science-based formulation of 
nationally determined contributions (NDCs) and to measure collec-
tive global action against emission levels necessary to achieve the Paris  
Agreement goal.

Aligning climate pathways and inventories
The IPCC-assessed mitigation pathways are typically generated by inte-
grated assessment models (IAMs) that capture transitions in anthropo-
genic energy and land-use systems consistent with stated global climate 
policy objectives. The reporting conventions for land-use, land-use 
change and forestry (LULUCF) carbon fluxes of these models follow 
that of detailed global carbon-cycle models (that is, ‘bookkeeping’ 
models). These models simulate and account for direct anthropogenic 
fluxes (due to human-induced land-use changes, forest harvest and 
regrowth) separately from indirect fluxes that are the natural response 
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of land to environmental changes (for example, CO2 fertilization or 
response to climate change)5,15,19,20 and define anthropogenic emissions 
as those owing to the direct effect. Because it is practically not possible 
to separate direct and indirect fluxes through observations, the NGHGIs 
submitted by parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) follow reporting conventions21 that define 
anthropogenic fluxes using an area-based approach22 in which all fluxes 
occurring on managed land are considered anthropogenic, with few 
exceptions to isolate natural disturbences16,23,24. The NGHGIs include 
a wider definition of managed land compared with models, which 
includes any forested area that ‘perform[s] production, ecological, 
or social functions’25 (Fig. 1). As a result, present-day LULUCF fluxes 
estimated with scientific modelling conventions indicate that the land 
sector is a net source of emissions3, whereas the NGHGIs collectively 
report it as a net sink26, resulting in fundamentally different present 
and future perspectives of the role of land-based fluxes.

To estimate the direct and indirect components of land-based carbon 
fluxes necessary to align mitigation pathways with conventions used 
in the NGHGIs, we use a reduced-complexity model with an explicit 
treatment of the land-use sector, OSCAR5, one of the models used for 
the annual Global Carbon Budget3, applied in a probabilistic setup 
and at a resolution of five global regions used in the IPCC assessments 
(Methods). We calculate a difference of 4.4 ± 1.0 Gt CO2 yr−1 in LULUCF 
emissions globally averaged over 2000–2020 between model-based 
(higher) and NGHGI-based (lower) accounting conventions, which is 
in line with the existing estimates2,5. We then assess the pathways with 
OSCAR to quantify how the difference between conventions evolves 

over time. A total of 914 of the 1,202 IPCC-assessed pathways provided 
sufficient land-use change data to enable this alignment (Extended 
Data Table 1; data are available at https://data.ece.iiasa.ac.at/genie/).

Across both the 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C scenarios (Fig. 2a,b; see defini-
tions in the Methods), LULUCF emissions estimated using the NGHGI 
conventions show a strong increase in the total land sink until around 
mid-century. However, the NGHGI alignment factor (that is, the dif-
ference between the two accounting conventions; Fig. 2c) decreases 
over this period, nearing zero in the 2050s to 2060s for the 1.5 °C  
scenarios and the 2070s to 2080s for 2.0 °C scenarios. This convergence 
is primarily a result of the simulated stabilization and then decrease 
of the CO2-fertilization effect as well as background climate warming 
reducing the overall effectiveness of the land sink27,28, which in turn 
reduces the indirect removals included in NGHGIs. These dynamics 
lead to land-based emissions reversing their downward trend in most 
NGHGI-aligned scenarios by mid-century and result in the LULUCF 
sector becoming a net source of emissions by 2100 in about 25% of 
both the 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C scenarios.

Global and regional ambition implications
More ambitious mitigation action is required to meet the global 
emission benchmarks derived from scenarios when assessed using 
the NGHGI conventions compared with model-based conventions 
(Extended Data Table 2 and Extended Data Fig. 1). The NGHGI-aligned 
pathways result in earlier net-zero CO2 emissions by 1–5 years for 
the 1.5 °C and −1 to 7 years for the 2.0 °C scenarios (Fig. 3a). Emission 
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Fig. 1 | Difference in present estimates of LULUCF carbon fluxes under 
NGHGI and model-based accounting conventions. Schematic showing the 
difference in accounting conventions between NGHGIs (green) and scientific 
models (bookkeeping models in red and vegetation models in blue). Models 
such as IAMs are based on bookkeeping approaches and consider direct fluxes 
due to land use (for example, wood harvest) and land-cover changes. Additional 
indirect fluxes due to evolving environmental conditions can be estimated by 
processed-based vegetation models. NGHGIs consider a wider managed land 
area and are generally based on physical observations, and thus include both 

direct and indirect fluxes. We use the term ‘unmanaged’ to describe land not 
considered managed by NGHGIs to be consistent with previous literature, but 
recognize that this includes land that has been managed by indigenous and 
traditional communities for centuries to millienia38,39. In this study, we estimate 
the alignment factor to translate between both conventions (the indirect flux 
considered in NGHGIs but not in models, blue). This factor will change over 
time based on future land-use decisions and overall mitigation efforts because 
of, for example, changing atmospheric CO2 levels.
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reductions in 2030 relative to 2020 are between 3 and 6 percentage 
points greater for both pathway categories (Fig. 3b). The assessed 
cumulative net CO2 emissions to global net-zero CO2 also decreases 
by 15–18% for both the 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C scenarios (Fig. 3c) because of 
extra land-based carbon removal when using the NGHGI conventions.

Although the NGHGI-aligned benchmarks strengthen, they are still 
consistent with the climate assessment of the IPCC. All land-use fluxes 
(direct and indirect) are included in the physical climate models used 
by the IPCC—that is, the temperature outcomes of each pathway are 
the same even if flux components are accounted for differently by 
models and inventories. When considering the additional land sink 
following the conventions of the NGHGIs, however, multiple dynamics 
interact that contribute to the revisions of the benchmarks, including 
the change in historical emission baseline, the enhanced anthropogenic 
land sink compared with what was reported by IAMs and declining 
sequestration from that additional sink in the future.

Parties to the UNFCCC use the net land CO2 flux reported in the 
NGHGIs as a basis to assess compliance with their NDCs and track  
the progress of their long-term emission reduction strategies under 
the Paris Agreement2,29,30 as with previous climate pacts31. Historically, 
NDCs have been compared with scenario-based estimates of needed 
emission reductions by either aligning the IPCC-assessed pathways to 
NGHGIs with constant offsetting methods1 or excluding LULUCF emis-
sions entirely9,29. Comparing our results with one of the most recent 
aggregate NDC estimates1 (Methods and Extended Data Fig. 2), we 
find that the gap between unconditional NDCs and a median 2.0 °C  
outcome is approximately 18% larger, whereas our assessment of the 
gap between unconditional NDCs and a median 1.5 °C outcome is 
around 4% smaller (Extended Data Fig. 3). It is therefore important to 
incorporate a dynamic estimation of indirect fluxes when assessing 
national climate targets because their changing role in achieving these 

targets depends on domestic land-management decisions as well as 
the overall strength of global mitigation (Fig. 4).

Aligning pathways to inventory-based LULUCF accounting con-
ventions can additionally affect how equitable mitigation action is 
understood, as around 60% of the historical NGHGI adjustment falls 
in Non-Annex I countries26. Assessed regionally, 1.5 °C-consistent emis-
sion reductions are higher for developed countries, whereas they are 
slightly lower in most developing regions when assessing scenario 
outcomes using the NGHGI-based conventions (Extended Data Fig. 4). 
In the 2.0 °C pathways, the NGHGI alignment results in more stringent 
2020–2030 emission reductions globally compared with the unad-
justed pathways, as the strength of the indirect flux continues to grow 
with increasing atmospheric carbon concentrations. This strength-
ening most directly affects regions with large forested areas such as 
Latin America and Russia, whereas others such as the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries and Asia, 
on average, see a decrease in emission reductions. Our results span 
both positive and negative values across many regions, showcasing 
the diversity of future responses to land-sink changes and complexities 
when setting both equitable and ambitious climate targets based on 
national inventories. They also highlight the risk of over-dependence 
on land sinks to measure mitigation progress using national inventory 
conventions against ambitious climate targets.

Considering carbon removal
In most 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C pathways, hundreds of gigatonnes of CO2 are 
removed from the atmosphere over the course of this century, with 
ultimate levels dependent on the strength of near-term mitigation 
action17,32,33. Because our assessment relies on a bookkeeping model 
that explicitly tracks land carbon reservoirs, we are able to isolate 
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Fig. 2 | Land-use emissions in re-analysed IPCC pathways with model- 
based and NGHGI-based accounting conventions. a,b, Land-use emissions 
pathways before and after alignment to match NGHGIs for 1.5 °C (a) and 2,0 °C 
(b) pathways. Historical estimates2,3 are shown with carbon-cycle uncertainty 
(1σ), and the median of scenario pathways are shown with the scenario 

interquartile range in shaded plumes. Pathways consistent with model- 
based convention are shown in red, whereas the NGHGI convention is shown 
in green. c, Comparing the two conventions results in a difference between 
re-analysed and NGHGI-adjusted pathways—that is, an alignment factor, 
which evolves as a function of the strength of land-based climate mitigation.
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those LULUCF fluxes that effectively constitute carbon removals from  
carbon emissions (for example, deforestation), thereby quantifying 
total land-based carbon dioxide removal (CDR) consistently across 
scenarios and filling a gap in the IPCC Sixth Assessment Report  
(see footnote 53 in ref. 17) as well as underlying scenario database that 
constitutes a widely used resource in the climate change community34.

Scenarios see a marked increase by 2030 in CDR from the LULUCF 
sector, resulting in around 60% higher removals of CO2 by 2030 
compared with the 2020 levels in the 1.5 °C pathways and 10% 
higher removals in the 2.0 °C pathways (Fig. 5a). Taken together 

with engineered (non-LULUCF) CDR options, models deploy 2.6  
[1.4–3.2] Gt CO2 yr−1 (interquartile range) and 0.7 [0.3–2.5] Gt CO2 yr−1 
additional CDR between 2020 and 2030 in the 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C path-
ways, respectively. Land-based sinks account for nearly 100% of  
current CDR. By 2030, in the 1.5 °C pathways, 95% [88–98%] of total CDR 
is delivered by land-based sinks (Fig. 5b). By 2100, CDR from LULUCF 
accounts for about 30% [21–42%] of the annual total.

Although deep mitigation scenarios assessed by the IPCC show a 
notable and continued dependence on land-based removals over the 
whole century, LULUCF removals of the same pathways aligned to  
NGHGIs would peak by mid-century and decline thereafter. Over time, 
the reduced effectiveness of indirect removals counterbalances the 
gains from direct removals35 (Extended Data Fig. 5), maintaining 
the overall direct and indirect removals at around 6–7 Gt CO2 yr−1 by 
mid-century. The 1.5 °C pathways cumulatively sequester around 20% 
more carbon from direct removals but 20% less carbon from indi-
rect removals compared with the 2.0 °C pathways over that period 
(Extended Data Fig. 6). Considering the changing dynamics of indi-
rect carbon removals included in NGHGIs can dramatically change 
the estimated carbon removals on land over time. Although the 1.5 °C 
scenarios show growth in total assessed net land removal by 2030 
(Fig. 5c), the scenarios aligned with current policies approximately 
double removals compared with the 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C scenarios by 
mid-century, because of the increasing strength of indirect removals 
(notably through strong CO2 fertilization) (Fig. 5d).

Thus, although the addition of a larger ‘managed land’ sink in NGHGIs 
may reduce the reported levels of present-day national emissions in 
some cases, maintaining the strength of this carbon sink on these land 
areas may pose a fundamental challenge in the long term. Not only do 
estimates of needed progress in anthropogenic emission reductions 
risk being masked by natural sink enhancement in the near term, but 
even the maintenance of existing natural sinks requires additional 
efforts to remove carbon, for example, through the expansion of forest  
areas, from the NGHGI accounting perspective. In other words, the 
future effort needed to achieve or maintain net-zero economy-wide 
emissions would be underestimated using NGHGI accounting conven-
tions as the indirect contribution to land sinks loses efficacy and may 
eventually become a net source of emissions in low-warming scenarios.

Balancing practicality and policy advice
We provide here an estimation of the LULUCF emissions consistent 
with NGHGI accounting conventions for all IPCC-assessed scenarios 
that provide sufficient land-use cover information using probabilistic 
and constrained estimates from a single established model, OSCAR. 
Repeating this work with additional models would increase robustness 
by averaging model biases and structural uncertainties, although this 
would require land-use scenario information at a much finer resolution 
than the five regions.

Because the pathways are aligned with the NGHGI conventions by 
re-allocating indirect carbon fluxes caused by environmental changes 
to anthropogenic fluxes, our results do not change any climate out-
come or mitigation benchmark produced by the IPCC, but provide 
a translational lens to view those outcomes from the perspective of 
national emissions reporting frameworks as deployed by the UNFCCC 
parties. For example, the fact that we find net-zero timings for the 1.5 °C 
pathways advance by up to 5 years compared with the IPCC-assessed 
benchmarks does not imply that 5 years have been lost in the race to 
net-zero, but that following the reporting conventions for natural sinks 
used by parties to the UNFCCC results in net-zero needing to be reached 
5 years earlier to match the modelled benchmarks. Our results reinforce 
the importance of a rapid decline in fossil fuel and industry emissions 
in this decade while limiting reliance on nature-based solutions that 
can weaken over time to keep global temperature rise within the limit 
prescribed in the Paris Agreement.
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Fig. 3 | Changes in global mitigation benchmarks across assessed scenarios. 
a–c, Scenario-wise distributions of the estimated change in the net-zero CO2 
year (a), 2020–2030 CO2 emission reductions (b) and cumulative emissions 
until net-zero CO2 (c) between the re-analysed model-based and the NGHGI 
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framework compared with the NGHGI-based framework, whereas a negative 
value indicates that the benchmark is higher in the NGHGI-based framework 
(for emission reductions). Across all benchmarks, NGHGI-based accounting 
tends to result in more stringent outcomes (earlier net-zero years, higher 
emission reductions and lower cumulative emissions to net-zero CO2 emission). 
A comparison with the original AR6 benchmarks is shown in Extended Data 
Fig. 1. a.u., arbitrary units.
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Importantly, this ‘new’ net-zero year is conceptually consistent with 
the meaning of balancing of sources and sinks of greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) as stipulated in Article 4 of the Agreement (although in the 
context of CO2). Yet it occurs before the climatological milestone 
that results in halting further warming, as is the case of the net-zero 
year under the scientific modelling convention. Understanding and 
addressing how these different frameworks can be mutually interpreted 
is a fundamental challenge for evaluating progress towards the Paris  
Agreement, given the reality that carbon removals from anthropogenic 
and natural land-based processes cannot be estimated separately by the 
NGHGIs, which are typically based on direct observations. The outcomes 
presented here highlight that the conventions by which land-based 
carbon removals are considered have important implications for 
NDC assessment and transparency, operationalization of removals 
under carbon markets as laid out in Article 6.4 of the Paris Agreement  
and monitoring, reporting and verification of these removals.

The policy and scientific communities can take steps to meet this 
challenge by reconciling terms, definitions and estimates of land-based 
CO2 fluxes in four concrete ways. First, climate targets can be formu-
lated explicitly for areas of critical mitigation action, including gross 
CO2 emission reductions without LULUCF, net land-based removals, 
engineered carbon removals and non-CO2 GHG emission reductions, 

allowing for parties to define their expected contributions and to meas-
ure progress in each domain separately. Second, parties can clarify 
the nature of their deforestation pledges, because direct and indirect 
carbon fluxes vary greatly in different forest types36. Third, scientific 
and practitioner communities can convene discussions on how to 
enhance monitoring, reporting and verification of LULUCF fluxes to 
better align estimates from both groups. Fourth, IAM teams can provide 
their individual assumptions and estimates for direct LULUCF emis-
sions and removals, including the indirect flux component consistent 
with the NGHGIs37 and their assumptions about the land-use contribu-
tion of NDCs and long-term strategies. Future IPCC assessments could 
either use such scenario data if available or use an approach such as 
that presented here to provide a holistic scenario assessment aligned 
with the NGHGIs and better inform necessary collective action to meet 
global climate goals.

Although science and policy processes continue to co-evolve, inform-
ing one another, a full reconciliation of the conceptual discrepancies 
outlined here will take time. However, the first iteration of the GST will 
be completed by the end of 2023 and new NDCs will be formulated soon 
thereafter, necessitating earlier compatibility between national targets 
and benchmarks estimated by global models. Our results provide esti-
mates and a line of evidence that can be directly used by parties and 
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the UNFCCC to meaningfully compare aggregated national targets and 
mitigation benchmarks. No matter what the reporting conventions 
are, the near-term action that is needed to meet the Paris Agreement 
is clear: emissions must peak as soon as possible and reduce markedly 
this decade. This message must not be lost in the translation between 
different concepts of anthropogenic land carbon fluxes.
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a, Net land-use carbon removal levels from direct fluxes (green bars) are 
compared with non-land CDR (brown bars) and total levels (summing land-use 
and CDR, grey bars) with whiskers denoting the interquartile range of each 
estimate across 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C scenarios. Here, non-land CDR comprises 
technologies included in the IAM pathways assessed in AR6 other than those 
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storage, direct air capture of CO2 with storage and enhanced mineral 
weathering. b, The share of land-based CDR reduces over time across both 
1.5 °C and 2.0 °C pathways with the median (solid line) and interquartile range 
(shaded area) shown for the population of scenarios assessed. The direct 

component of land-based removal flux, which constitutes land-based CDR, and 
the indirect component of the removal flux evolve differently across pathways. 
c, In the near term, until 2030, the 1.5 °C pathways see a strong enhancement  
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addition of total removals as current-policy pathways. d, By mid-century, 
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2.0 °C pathways, because of the continued enhancement of indirect removals 
compared with an overall weakening of this flux in mitigation pathways. Scenario 
uncertainty in c,d is estimated by the interquartile range of scenario-based 
estimates, whereas the carbon-cycle uncertainty is estimated by the interquartile 
range of the median ensemble of climate runs (Methods).
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Selection of AR6 scenarios
As part of its Sixth Assessment Report, IPCC Working Group III authors 
analysed more than 2,200 scenarios for potential inclusion in its miti-
gation pathway assessment40. Of those, 1,202 were eventually vetted: 
deemed to have provided enough detail to allow a climate analysis using 
the climate assessment architecture of the IPCC41. Those scenarios were 
then divided into different scenario categories based on their peak and 
end-of-century temperature probabilities34.

In this study, we focus on three scenarios: C1, C2 and C3 as defined 
in AR6 of the IPCC (ref. 40). C1 scenarios are as likely as not to limit 
warming to 1.5 °C and have been interpreted as consistent with the 
1.5 °C long-term temperature goal of the Paris Agreement as outlined 
in Article 2 (ref. 42), although arguments have been made that fur-
ther delineation should be made into scenarios that do and do not 
achieve net-zero CO2 emissions to better reflect its Article 4 (ref. 43). We 
assess outcomes from the 2.0 °C C3 scenarios given their historic policy  
relevance, their capability to show progress towards 1.5 °C and their 
use in examining climate impacts beyond what is envisioned by 
the Paris Agreement. We also highlight mitigation outcomes of C2 
scenarios, also called high overshoot scenarios, which are as likely 
as not to limit warming to 1.5 °C in 2100 but are likely to exceed 
1.5 °C in the interim period. Such pathways are nominally similar in 
mitigation and impact assessment with C3 scenarios until at least  
mid-century43.

For this analysis, we require that scenarios have been vetted by 
the IPCC climate analysis framework and provide a minimum set of 
land-cover variables such as Land Cover|Cropland, Land Cover|Forestry 
and Land Cover|Pasture. We analyse the presence of each of these vari-
ables and their combination in Extended Data Table 3 at the global, IPCC 
5-region (R5) and IPCC 10-region (R10) levels. Balancing concerns of 
greater regional detail and greater scenario coverage, we perform our 
analysis based on the R5 regions (Extended Data Table 4) given that 
nearly all models with full global variable coverage also provide detail 
at the R5 regional level for the C1–C3 scenarios.

To understand how well our scenario subset containing R5 land-cover 
variables corresponds statistically to the full database sample of the 
C1–C3 scenarios, we perform a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test over key 
mitigation variables of interest including GHG and CO2 2030 emis-
sion reductions, median peak warming, median warming in 2100, year 
of median warming, cumulative net CO2 emissions throughout the  
century, cumulative net CO2 until net-zero and cumulative net nega-
tive CO2 after net-zero (Extended Data Fig. 7). For all variables, the 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test is not able to determine whether the R5 
subset comes from a different distribution than the full database sam-
ple, whereas it is able to determine the non-R5 subset is different for 
peak warming and cumulative net CO2 emissions, both of which are 
shown in Extended Data Fig. 8. These results indicate that the sub-
set of about 75–80% of all the C1–C3 scenarios we chose to perform 
our analysis will result in sufficiently similar macro-mitigation out-
comes to represent such outcomes from the original distribution  
of scenarios.

Reanalysis with OSCAR
We use OSCAR v.3.2: a version structurally similar to the one used for 
the 2021 Global Carbon Budget (GCB)44, albeit used here with a regional 
aggregation that matches the R5 IPCC regions. We first run a historical 
simulation (starting in 1750 and ending in 2020) using the same experi-
mental setup as for the 2021 GCB5,44, with the updated input data used in 
ref. 36. This historical simulation is used not only to initialize the model 
in 2014 for the scenario simulations but also to constrain the Monte 
Carlo ensemble (n = 1,200) using two values (instead of one in the GCB): 
the cumulative land carbon sink in the absence of land-cover change 
over 1960–2020 and the NGHGI-compatible emissions averaged over 

2000–2020. The former is a constraint of 135 ± 25 Gt CO2 yr−1 (ref. 44). 
The latter is a constraint of −0.45 ± 0.77 Gt CO2 yr−1, using ref. 2 as a 
central estimate and combining uncertainties in ELUC and SLAND from 
the GCB. All physical uncertainties in this section are 1 standard devia-
tion (1σ). All values reported in the main text and figures are obtained 
using the weighted average and standard deviation of the Monte Carlo 
ensemble, using these two constraints for the weighting5.

To run the final scenario simulations over 2014–2100, OSCAR needs 
two types of input data: (1) CO2 and local climate projections and (2) land 
use and land-cover change projections. The former mostly affects the 
land carbon sink (that is, the indirect effect), whereas the latter mostly 
affects the bookkeeping emissions (that is, the direct effect). OSCAR 
follows a theoretical framework45 that enables a clear separation of both 
direct and indirect effects. Only the direct effect is reported annually in 
the GCB. Note that we do not re-evaluate the land-cover change albedo 
effect because this was already included in the original AR6 database 
climate projections.

Atmospheric CO2 time series is taken directly from the database, as 
the median outcome estimated by the Model for the Assessment of 
Greenhouse Gas Induced Climate Change (MAGICC). However, local 
climate temperature and precipitation changes are not directly avail-
able. These are, therefore, computed using the internal equations 
of OSCAR46, and the time series of global temperature change and 
species-based effective radiative forcing (ERF) from the database (same 
source). The missing components of the global ERF were treated as fol-
lows. Black carbon on snow and stratospheric H2O start at a historical 
level in 2014 (ref. 47) and follow the same relative annual change as the 
ERF of the scenario from black carbon and CH4, respectively. Contrails 
are assumed constant after 2014. Solar forcing is assumed to follow the 
same pathway common to all Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs). 
Volcanic aerosols are assumed to be constant and equal to the average 
of the historical period (that is, to have a zero ERF). Finally, we apply a 
linear transition over 2014–2020 between the observed and projected 
CO2 and climate, so that these variables are 100% observed in 2014 
and 100% projected in 2020. We note that the observed and projected 
CO2 are virtually indistinguishable over that period but the observed 
and projected regional climate changes do differ by up to a few tenths 
of a degree. We further note that, because only median atmospheric 
CO2, ERF and global temperature are used as input, we do not sample 
and report the full physical uncertainty of the Earth system, but only 
the biogeochemical uncertainty from the terrestrial carbon cycle in 
response to these median outcomes.

Land use and land-cover change input data for OSCAR have three 
variables: the land cover change per se, wood harvest data (expressed 
in carbon amount taken from woody areas without changing the land 
cover) and shifting cultivation (a traditional activity consisting of cycles 
of cutting forest for agriculture, abandoning to recover soil fertility 
and then returning). Wood harvest and shifting cultivation informa-
tion are not provided in the database; so we use proxy variables to 
extrapolate the historical 2014 values. Wood harvest is scaled using 
the Forestry Production|Roundwood variable, and shifting cultiva-
tion is scaled using Primary Energy|Biomass|Traditional as a proxy 
of the development level of a region. When scenarios did not report 
these proxy variables, we assumed a constant wood harvest or shifting 
cultivation in the future, because these are second-order effects on the 
global bookkeeping emissions.

Land-cover change is split between gains and losses that are deduced 
directly as the year-to-year difference (gain if positive, loss if nega-
tive) using the following land-cover variables of the database: Land 
Cover|Forest, Land Cover|Cropland, Land Cover|Pasture and Land 
Cover|Built-up Area (built-up area is assumed to be constant if not 
available). Land-cover change in the remaining biome of OSCAR 
(non-forested natural land) is deduced afterwards to maintain a con-
stant land area. To build the transitions matrix required as input by 
OSCAR, it is then assumed that the area increase of a given biome 



occurs at the expense of all the biomes that see an area decrease 
(within the same region and at the same time step), in proportion 
to the share of total area decrease of the biomes. By construction, 
this approach provides only net land-cover transitions because it is 
impossible to have gain and loss in the same year, in a given region. 
Therefore, and because our historical data account for gross tran-
sitions but scenarios do not, we add to this net transitions matrix a 
constant amount of reciprocal transitions equal to their average  
historical value over 2008–2020 to obtain a gross transitions matrix. 
Finally, the three land use and land-cover change input variables  
follow the same linear transition over 2014–2020 as the CO2 and  
climate forcings.

We extract two key variables (and their subcomponents) from these 
scenario simulations: the bookkeeping emissions (ELUC in the GCB) and 
the land carbon sink (SLAND in the GCB). Following the approach in ref. 4, 
the adjustment flux (that is, the indirect flux included in the NGHGIs  
but not included by the IAMs, also called the factor in the main text) 
required to move from bookkeeping emissions to NGHGI-compatible 
emissions is calculated as the part of the land carbon sink that occurs in 
forests that are managed. Therefore, we obtain the adjustment flux by 
multiplying the value of SLAND simulated for forests by the fraction of 
(officially) managed forests. We set this fraction to the one estimated by 
ref. 4 for 2015, which also allows us to deduce the area of managed and 
unmanaged (that is, intact) forest in our base year. We then estimate 
how the area of intact forest evolves in each scenario, assuming that 
forest gains are always managed forest (that is, they do not change 
intact forest area) and that half of the forest losses are losses of intact 
forest with the other half being losses of the managed forest. This 
fraction is deduced from ref. 48 that estimated that around 92 Mha of 
intact forest disappeared between 2000 and 2013, whereas the FAO 
Global Forest Resources Assessment 2020 reports about 170 Mha of 
gross deforestation over the same period. We acknowledge, however, 
that applying a global and constant value for this fraction is a coarse 
approximation that should be refined in future work, possibly using 
information from the scenario database itself. This assumption also 
implies that, as long as there is a background gross deforestation  
(as is the case here, given the added reciprocal transitions), countries 
will report more and more managed forest area. This is not neces-
sarily inconsistent with the Glasgow Declaration on Forest made at 
COP26, as its implications in terms of pristine forest conservation 
are unclear36. The subcomponents of the bookkeeping emissions are 
extracted following the land categories defined in ref. 2, and we con-
sider that the net flux happening in the forest land category, excluding 
shifting cultivation, is the direct contribution to land CDR. The indi-
rect contribution to land CDR would be exactly the adjustment flux  
described above.

The re-analysed bookkeeping net emissions (that is, direct effect) 
show an average deviation of −87 Gt CO2 for C1 scenarios and −63 Gt 
CO2 for C3 scenarios from the reported emissions in the database, 
accumulated over the course of the century. Using the best-guess 
transient-climate response to cumulative emissions estimated by the 
IPCC (ref. 49), this implies that the global temperature outcomes of 
these scenarios would differ by about −0.04 °C and −0.03 °C, respec-
tively, from what was reported in the IPCC report, if our estimates of 
bookkeeping emissions were used instead of those reported by the 
IAM teams.

Furthermore, after re-allocating the indirect effect in managed 
forest (to align with the NGHGIs), we observe a 4.4 ± 1.0 Gt CO2 yr−1 
difference between the aligned and unaligned historical LULUCF emis-
sions over 2000–2020. This number is at the lower end of the latest 
6.4 ± 1.2 Gt CO2 yr−1 provided in the 2022 GCB3. Compared with the 
6.7 ± 2.5 Gt CO2 yr−1 difference reported in ref. 2, and correcting for 
the absence of organic soils emissions in our simulations with OSCAR 
(about 0.8 Gt CO2 yr−1), OSCAR can explain about 75% of the observed 
difference. Although OSCAR typically produces fairly central estimates 

of the direct effect3, its estimates of the indirect effect show a biased 
high CO2 fertilization50.

Comparing adjusted pathways with current policy and NDC 
estimates
We use the latest available estimate of aggregate NDCs from ref. 1 to 
compare with the NGHGI-adjusted global pathways. The 1.5 °C and 
2.0 °C pathways we use are the same as previously discussed: the IPCC 
C1 and C3 pathways with sufficient land cover detail at the R5 region.  
We additionally re-analyse the current-policy pathways from the IPCC 
AR6 database. These correspond to pathways consistent with the  
current policies as assessed by the IPCC, or the P1b pathways as per the 
AR6 database metadata indicator Policy_category_name.

We incorporate an endogenous estimation of the indirect effect with 
OSCAR, which varies over time based on land-cover pattern changes 
and changes to carbon-cycle dynamics and carbon fertilization. As 
such, we compare our central estimate of global GHG emissions in 2015, 
approximately 49.4 Gt CO2-equiv to that in ref. 1, 51.2 Gt CO2-equiv, 
resulting in a difference of 1.8 Gt CO2-equiv. We then apply this offset 
value (1.8 Gt) to all estimations of 2030 emission levels in ref. 1 to pro-
vide comparable levels with our pathways. This ensures that the NDC 
targets calculated based on national inventories become comparable 
with the NGHGI-adjusted modelled pathways.

Data availability
All data generated and analysed here are available at GENIE Scenario 
Explorer (https://data.ece.iiasa.ac.at/genie).

Code availability
OSCAR is an open-source model available at GitHub (https://github.
com/tgasser/OSCAR). Source code for all analysis files is available at 
GitHub (https://github.com/iiasa/gidden_ar6_reanalysis).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Scenario-wise mitigation benchmark shift. The 
change between estimates of mitigation benchmarks for 1.5 C (blue, IPCC 
category C1), 1.5C-OS (green, IPCC category C2), and 2 C (purple, IPCC  
category C3) scenarios. Original values from the AR6 database (which follows 
IAM reporting conventions) are shown as circles whereas values derived from 
reanalyzed scenarios in this study (in line with NGHGI reporting conventions) 
are shown as triangles. The estimates of the year of global net-zero CO2 (panel a),  
emissions reductions between 2020 and 2030 (panel b), and cumulative  
CO2 emissions (panel c) are shown. Each pair of dots and triangles represents 
results from a single scenario, with scenarios ordered along the y-axis based  
on the values in the original AR6 dataset.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | NGHGI-adjusted global GHG pathways compared with NDCs and current policies. The interquartile range shown and median 
highlighted is plotted together with current estimates of 2030 aggregated national climate target levels and current policy estimates from den Elzen et al. (2022).



Extended Data Fig. 3 | The 2030 emissions gap between current  
policies and pledges. 1.5 C and 2 C as assessed in this study and by den Elzen 
(2022) is compared against levels of current policies, conditional NDCs, and 

unconditional NDCs as reported in den Elzen (2022). Median estimates of all 
values are used to compute the respective emission gaps.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | The change in the estimated 2030 emission gap 
between due to alignment to NGHGI conventions. The total magnitude, left, 
relative value, right. Each bar represents the median value with the interquartile 
range of the estimate across scenarios. These changes occur differently across 
different regions between pathways following model-based conventions and 

adjusted pathways following NGHGI-based conventions. A positive value 
means that the gap is larger when considering both (i.e. when aligned to NGHGIs), 
and a negative value means the gap is smaller. Regions labels conform to IPCC 
5-region labels for Asia, Latin America, Middle East and Africa, the OECD and 
EU, and the Reformed Economies, respectively (Extended Data Table 4).



Extended Data Fig. 5 | Gross carbon removal levels. Gross carbon removal levels from LULUCF (reanalyzed with OSCAR) by direct effects (green) and indirect 
effects (purple) across 1.5 C and 2 C pathways. Interquartile ranges of each estimate are shown by error bars.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Cumulative carbon sequestered on land starting 
from 2020. Gross cumulative carbon removal levels starting from 2020 from 
LULUCF (reanalyzed with OSCAR) by direct effects (green) and indirect effects 
(purple) across 1.5 C and 2 C pathways. Removals in both categories increase by 

midcentury, but at different levels. Both pathway categories see similar total 
cumulative removal levels by the end of the century with varying strength of 
indirect removals.



Extended Data Fig. 7 | K-S test of scenario distributions. Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov (K-S) test results for key mitigation indicators for the full set of C1-C3 
scenarios, those scenarios having all land-cover variables defined at the R5 
region level, and those not having all land-cover variables defined at the R5 
region level. The null hypothesis of the K-S test is that two dataset values are 

from the same distribution. For all indicators derived from scenarios including 
land-cover variables data at the R5 region level, we can not reject the null 
hypothesis (p > 0.05). Some indicators of the scenario set without land-cover 
data (not used in this analysis) do reject the null hypothesis.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Mitigation metrics from scenario subsets. Key 
mitigation metrics where scenarios without R5 region coverage (in red) 
cannot replicate the full database outcome. The blue bar presents the 
outcome for the full database, scenarios with global values of land-cover 

variables and R5 values are shown in yellow, and scenarios with land-cover 
variables at the R5 region are shown in green. The red bar shows how the 
distribution changes when considering the population of scenarios without 
full variable coverage (‘No R5 all’).



Extended Data Table 1 | Indirect LULUCF flux estimates aligned with NGHGIs

Median values and interquartile ranges of the indirect flux in Gt CO2yr−1 estimated by OSCAR per R5 IPCC region (see Extended Data Table 4 for region definitions). This value is computed for 
every scenario with sufficient land-use data (see Methods) in each model region for every point in time. This value constitutes the ‘NGHGI Adjustment Factor’ and is computed and added to 
each scenarios’ estimated direct LULUCF flux values to quantify emissions pathways from global models aligned with NGHGI LULUCF reporting conventions.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Updated mitigation benchmarks

Net mitigation outcomes from scenarios: (a) as assessed by the IPCC in AR6, (b) with direct effects of LULUCF reanalyzed by OSCAR, and (c) including both direct and indirect effects of LULUCF 
(i.e. aligned to NGHGIs). All values provided as medians with 5th−95th percentile ranges in parentheses.



Extended Data Table 3 | Variable coverage of scenarios

Fraction of AR6 database scenarios with land-use variables of interest, per scenario category.
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Extended Data Table 4 | Regional definitions

Definitions of IPCC 5-region macro regions as listed in the IPCC AR6 database.
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